
Hook - Silver Double 4 - 12

Tag - Floro Red Floss

Tail - Red & Brown Squirrel

Butt - Yellow Ostrich

Rib - Oval silver

Rear Body - Holo Silver

Front Body - Red Ice Dub

Hackle - Red Cock beard

Wing - Red, Orange and Brown Squirrel tail

Hackle - Teal flank

Collar - Yellow Ostrich

Head - Red

13

ANALYST SHRIMP

Secure the hook in the vice. Run the tying thread down the hook to

the bend. Tie in a length of Floro Red floss. Wind the thread back up to

the point and and form a tag. Prepare small bunches of Red and

Brown Squirrel tail and mix together. Tie in as a tail about the same

length as the hook. Bind the waste ends in up to the head and trim off.

Return the thread to the tail. Tie in a Yellow Ostrich herl and wind to

form a butt. Now tie in a length of Oval Silver tinsel and flat Silver Holo-

graphic. Take the thread to halfway trapping all the waste and trim off.

Wind the Holo up to this point to form the rear body and tie off. Dub the

thread with some Red Ice Dub and wind to the head forming the front

body. Rib the body with the oval tinsel and tie off. Tie in a beard hackle

of Red Cock hackle fibres just reaching the hook points and trim off.

Prepare small bunches of Red, Orange and Brown Squirrel and mix

them together well. Tie this bunch in as a wing slightly longer than the

hook, cut the butt ends to a taper and add a small drop of varnish to the

roots. Bind down tightly with well waxed thread forming a smooth base.

Take a fairly short fibred Teal flank feather and tie in by the tip, strip off

the fibres on the top side Take two turns of the hackle, bare side onto

the hook, and tie off. Take some turns of thread up to the hackle base

to secure.

Tie in a Yellow Ostrich herl and wind to form a collar.

Form a neat small head and whip finish. Now apply several coats of

thin clear varnish to produce a smooth shiny head.




